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This Excel file contains a list of all the issues that were resolved for the 

Voyager 9.2.1 release June 2016.

See the List of Resolved Issues worksheet.

General documentation for this release:
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/
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Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s Key

GDC: Job fails, reports other import 

process running

Make GDC run import processes one at 

a time by having the import script run 

bulkimport in the foreground.

GDC VYG-6406

Some orders appear on the Open Order 

Report when they should not

Take the count of pending multiple 

invoices on a purchase order line item 

and use that for the open order report. A 

mistake caused approved multiple 

invoices to be taken instead.

Acqjob, FPC VYG-6640

CIRC: Item records edited in Circulation 

store Sensitize and Magnetic media flags 

as 1 instead of Y

The circulation client now sends to the 

server the correct value of 'Y' when the 

magnetic_media or the sensitize flags 

are ON. A clean up script is also 

provided to correct the existing 

erroneous values of '1' in the database.

Circulation, Selfcheck VYG-6736

-b paramter in PpatronExpX does 

creates outofbounds java error

If an argument requires a value and one 

is not provided, catch the usage error 

with an illegal argument exception and 

log that with a message describing the 

argument that failed.

XML Patron Update VYG-6772

ACQ: Unable to save record with 

extended fund allocation with 4 or more 

funds

Validity checking on total percentage for 

allocated funds needs to adjust for small 

rounding error. 

Acquisitions VYG-6791

UB Request form is not available in 

remote database

The UB Request form is now available. 

The solution was to compare the 

database keys of the searched 

databases with the database keys from 

the available databases when checking 

for the possibility of displaying the UB 

request form.

System Administration, WebVoyage VYG-6804
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Discrepancy between searching by 

vendor code v. vendor name in Problems 

tab

Searching by vendor name or vendor 

code now yields the correct results.

Acquisitions VYG-6808

BULK: Coredump when copy long 866 

from bib to mfhd

Allow enough buffer space for the data in 

an 866 field.

Bulk Import VYG-6835

When using extended fund allocation 

with percentages, amounts don't match 

in all tables

Match the pending commitments and 

expenditures to the funds that are spent 

from the line item and invoice line item.

Acquisitions VYG-6851

Cat module unresponsive when printing 

spine/piece labels with margins over 1.0

Cataloging will no longer become 

unresponsive if the configuration of the 

spine label width doesn't support the 

value for the margin as specified in the 

Spinelabel.cfg file.

Cataloging VYG-6854

Implement OCLC Technical Bulletin 265 

in Voyager

The OCLC tag tables have been updated 

in accordance with OCLC Technical 

Bulletin 265.

Cataloging VYG-6855

Logging inconsistencies in BulkImport 

when PO mapped in "Orders" tab vs. not 

mapped

Provide consistent logging of the 

purchase order number at the end of the 

log when the number is mapped or 

generated. Continue to provide the 

purchase order at the beginning of the 

log when it is mapped.

Bulk Import VYG-6883

CAT/BULK: Unable to correct incorrect 

length 33X subfield b codes

Remove length checking on carrier, 

media and content when removing 

record from the database so bad entries 

can be deleted. A problem with removing 

carrier, media and content was also fixed 

so a regen is needed to clean up the 

tables.

Bulk Import, Cataloging VYG-6887

SysAdmin: Able to overwrite existing 

location code/name

Do not allow user to select another 

location in the list before the one being 

under consideration has been fully 

handled or the operation has been 

canceled.

System Administration VYG-6895
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GDC: Record sets can't be exported 

when record set name contains / or |

Unacceptable characters, "/", "?", "\", "<", 

">", ":", ""","*", "|", are stripped from the 

file name before trying to export the 

record set file.

GDC VYG-6896

Memory fault(coredump) when running 

Pcatjob -j10

During the running of HTTP Verify jobs, 

the network socket for the URL being 

tested was sometimes accessed when it 

was null, causing the core dump. That is 

now fixed. A second problem was that 

there might be a core dump if the URL 

was longer than 500 characters.

Batch Jobs VYG-6899

WebV: Enum/Copy displays with location 

in Holdings information

Check whether all items have the same 

location as the MFHD. If so, use the 

MFHD location for the holdings info.

OPAC VYG-6923

CIRC: Print button does not appear on 

Charge screen when "No Due Date Slip" 

is checked

Due date slips are no longer printed 

when items are renewed with the "All 

Charges in One Receipt" option.

Circulation VYG-6978

Keysrv process generates core file when 

stopping Voyager database for backups

Free shared memory resources while 

aborting keyword sorting. Lack of 

resources may have caused the core 

dumps when stopping many servers at 

once.

Keyword Server VYG-4492

OvP: Circulation Actions - Loans does 

not retrieve all loans when Charged Item 

Limit met or exceeded

Fixed a section of code that was 

checking for patron block messages. A 

patron block was preventing loans from 

being displayed.

OvP VYG-6911
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